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Abstract

The copepod Calanus finmarchicus plays a crucial role in the north Atlantic food web. Its seasonal life cycle involves reproduction and development in surface waters before overwintering in diapause at depth. Although diapause has been studied for more than a century, the factors responsible for the initiation and termination of it are still unclear. Endogenous clocks have been identified as potent tools for photoperiod measurement and seasonal rhythmicity in many terrestrial species, but knowledge of these remains scarce in the marine realm. Focusing on the dominant CV copepodid stage, we sampled a population of C. finmarchicus from a Scottish sea loch to characterize population dynamics, several physiological parameters, and diel and seasonal expression rhythms of 35 genes representing different metabolic pathways, including the circadian clock machinery. This generated a detailed overview of the seasonal cycle of C. finmarchicus including the most extensive field dataset on circadian clock gene expression in a marine species to date. Gene expression patterns revealed distinct gene clusters upregulated at different phases of the copepod's seasonal cycle. While diel clock cycling was restricted to the active spring/summer phase, many clock genes exhibited the highest expression during diapause. Our results provide new insights into diapause on physiological and genetic levels. We suggest that photoperiod, in interaction with internal and external factors (lipid content, temperature, food availability) and the endogenous clock mechanism, plays an important role in the timing of diapause in C. finmarchicus.

The calanoid copepod Calanus finmarchicus (Gunnerus, 1770) is an ecological key species in the Northern Atlantic (Runge 1988). The species often dominates zooplankton biomass between 40°N and 80°N (Conover 1988; Kwasniewski et al. 2003; Helouët and Beaugrand 2007). C. finmarchicus predominantly feeds on phytoplankton (Marshall and Orr 1955; Harris et al. 2000) and accumulates large lipid reserves for overwintering (Falk-Petersen et al. 2009), making the copepod an important energy source for higher trophic levels including several commercially important fish stocks (Sundby et al. 2000; Prokopchuk and Sentjabov 2006).

The seasonal cycle of C. finmarchicus is initiated by adults from the overwintering stock mating and spawning eggs prior to
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diapause even later (Miller et al. 1991; Johnson et al. 2008). While the number of generations and timing of descent is similar between years for any given population, there are geographic differences (Melle et al. 2014). *C. finmarchicus* in an Arctic fjord produces one generation per year, whereas a population in the Gulf of Maine produces up to three generations (Durbin et al. 2000; Walkusz et al. 2009).

During diapause, the copepods have reduced gut epithelium and show reduced metabolic activity and development (Hallberg and Hirche 1980; Hirche 1996a; Ingvarsdóttir et al. 1999). Diapause depth in the open ocean is usually between 400 m and 1000 m (Hirche 1996a; Heath et al. 2004) but in coastal habitats (lochs and fjords) *C. finmarchicus* has been found to diapause close to the bottom between 100 m and 150 m (Clark et al. 2013). The copepods stay in diapause for several months before increasing metabolic activity and the development of gonadal tissues mark the emergence from diapause (Hirche 1996a,b). This starts in late autumn/early winter well before the copepods molt to adults and mate during their ascent to the surface (usually in February–April) (Marshall and Orr 1955; Hirche 1996a). While the seasonal cycle of *C. finmarchicus* and its congeners has been described in great detail with regard to their population dynamics (e.g., Plourde et al. 2001) and physiology (e.g., Clark et al. 2012; Freese et al. 2015, 2017), seasonal investigations on the genetic level are still rare (Tarrant et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2013) and the processes controlling the timing of the copepods annual life cycle are far from understood (Ji 2011; Baumgartner and Tarrant 2017).

Diapause initiation in *C. finmarchicus* has most prominently been linked to lipid content (Rey-Rassat et al. 2002; Johnson et al. 2008; Tarrant et al. 2008; Pond et al. 2012) with a minimum lipid content required prior to diapause initiation to survive the time without feeding at depth (Saumweber and Durbin 2006; Maps et al. 2011). Alternatively, the presence of predator kairomones was shown to trigger diapause in different zooplankton species (Lass and Spaak 2003) and it has further been proposed that decreasing phytoplankton concentrations trigger the descent to diapause after the spring bloom (Hind et al. 2000; Wilson et al. 2016). The seasonal change of photoperiod (day length) has also been suggested as a possible cue for diapause initiation (Grigg and Bardwell 1982; Miller et al. 1991). However, to date the trigger(s) of diapause remain unresolved (Tarrant et al. 2016; Baumgartner and Tarrant 2017).

While the same population can produce two or more generations which enter diapause at different times of the year (e.g., Johnson et al. 2008), emergence from diapause often occurs over a comparably short time span within a given population with the suggestion that it is “synchronized” (Baumgartner and Tarrant 2017). An “hourglass” timer has been proposed that starts “ticking” with the initiation of diapause and ultimately triggers emergence (Miller et al. 1991; Campbell et al. 2004). This mechanism could be initiated by decreasing lipid levels, the accumulation of hormones or continuous slow development (Hind et al. 2000; Irigoien 2004; Clark et al. 2012), but it does not account for the synchronized emergence of copepods from generations that entered diapause at different times. Another hypothesis suggests that photoperiod could be a cue for synchronizing emergence from diapause (Miller et al. 1991; Tittensor et al. 2003; Speirs et al. 2005). There have been several model studies simulating *C. finmarchicus* diapause initiation and termination based on the above parameters (for overview see Baumgartner and Tarrant 2017), but it has so far not been possible to generate the seasonal cycle of diapause initiation and termination under controlled laboratory conditions. While the significance of lipid content, food availability, and temperature for *C. finmarchicus* seasonal timing has already received attention (Ingvarsdóttir et al. 1999; Rey-Rassat et al. 2002; Hassett 2006; Saumweber and Durbin 2006; Johnson et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2012; Pierson et al. 2013), research on the effects of photoperiod is still scarce (Miller et al. 1991; Johnson et al. 2008).

Many terrestrial organisms measure photoperiod using a circadian clock to predict cyclic seasonal change (Oster et al. 2002; Meuti and Denlinger 2013). Like countless other organisms *C. finmarchicus* possesses a circadian clock, which consists of “clock genes” that form the core regulatory component of the circadian machinery (Mackey 2007; Häfker et al. 2017). These genes interact via their protein products forming an intricate network of feedback loops that result in an endogenous rhythm of ~24-h length (Latin: “circa dies”: about a day). Although able to function independently, the clock is entrained on a regular basis by environmental cues, the most common of which is the light/dark cycle (Aschoff 1954). For many insects, the circadian clock is crucial for measuring photoperiod and for entraining their seasonal life cycle (Oster et al. 2002; Meuti and Denlinger 2013). Also, many insects initiate or terminate diapause when surpassing a certain critical photoperiod marking the transition from one seasonal life phase to another (He et al. 2009; Sakamoto et al. 2009; Goto 2013; Salminen et al. 2015). Photoperiodic entrainment of seasonal diapause has also been demonstrated in the eggs and juvenile stages of marine and freshwater copepods (Einsle 1964; Watson and Smallman 1971; Marcus 1982) and was suggested for *C. finmarchicus* (Grigg and Bardwell 1982; Miller et al. 1991). However, the molecular and physiological processes underpinning photoperiodic time measurement and the pathways by which such timing mechanisms affect the seasonal life cycle and diapause of copepods, remain unexplored.

Here, we characterize the seasonal cycle of *C. finmarchicus*’ dominant life stage (CV) in a Scottish sea loch. Field sampling provided detailed insights into seasonal patterns of vertical migration rhythms, population dynamics, physiological parameters, and gene expression. We present comprehensive data of diel and seasonal clock gene rhythmicity revealing endogenous timing mechanisms of *C. finmarchicus* and suggest that photoperiod and/or a circannual clock may be
involved in the initiation and termination of *C. finmarchicus*
diapause.

**Materials and methods**

**Study site characteristics**

The investigation took place in Loch Etive, a sea loch in western Scotland, UK (56°45′N, 5°18′W). A sill with a depth of ~7 m limits the exchange with the open ocean and a second sill (~13 m) further divides the loch into an upper and a lower basin (Edwards and Edelsten 1977; Nørgaard-Pedersen et al. 2006). All sampling was conducted in the upper basin at the deepest point of the loch, Bonawe deep (~150 m) (Fig. 1). The deeper waters of the upper basin typically cycle from normoxic to hypoxic and due to the sills, overturning of these water masses happens irregularly every ~18 months when spring tides in spring/autumn co-occur with low precipitation (Edwards and Edelsten 1977). To monitor the seasonal change in the hydrography of the loch, a mooring was deployed close to Bonawe deep (145 m depth) equipped with temperature loggers (SBE 56, Sea-Bird Electronics) attached in 10 m intervals. In addition, salinity, temperature, oxygen concentration, fluorescence-based chlorophyll a (Chl a) concentration, and photosynthetic active radiation (PAR, 400–700 nm) were recorded by a conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) profiler (SBE 19plus V2 SeaCAT Profiler, Sea-Bird Electronics) equipped with an irradiance sensor (QSP-2300, Biospherical Instruments) towed vertically through the water column at midday and midnight on six seasonal sampling time points (described below). Except for PAR data, midday and midnight CTD hauls were pooled as they were similar.

**Zooplankton vertical migration**

To record vertical migration behavior in the loch, the mooring was equipped with two acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCP, Teledyne RD Instruments) pointing upward at 45 m and 120 m depth. The 300 kHz ADCPs have been extensively used to monitor mesozooplankton migrations (Tarling et al. 2002; Cottier et al. 2006; Brierley et al. 2006; Last et al. 2016). Acoustic data were checked for quality using the RDI correlation index (a measure of signal-to-noise ratio). Absolute backscatter volume (Sv, measured in decibel [dB]) was derived from echo intensity according to Deines (1999) with derived acoustic mean volume backscattering strength (MVBS).

**Field sample collection**

Copepods were collected at Bonawe deep on six seasonal time points between May 2015 and March 2016 (Tables 1, 2). The time period was chosen to cover a single seasonal cycle of *C. finmarchicus* from animals born in April 2015 (Clark et al. 2013). All analyses were performed on the CV copepodid stage, the main overwintering stage that represents the bulk of the population over the year (Clark et al. 2013). Copepods were collected from the RV *Calanus* (Scottish Association for Marine Science [SAMS]) using a WP2-net equipped with an opening/closing mechanism (200 μm mesh size/50 μm cod end) hauled vertically through the water column. For all of the net hauls, the water column was separated into two layers with 5–50 m representing the “shallow” sample and 50–145 m representing the “deep” sample. The upper 5 m of the water column was excluded to avoid hypoosmotic stress of the animals due to surface brackish water (Fig. 2C). Community structure was determined from collections at midday and midnight and at both depths. Animals were fixed as bulk samples in 10% methanol for later analysis of *C. finmarchicus* abundance, life stage composition, and body length. It was assumed that sampling did not affect the stage composition as a mesh size of 200 μm has been shown to catch at least 95% of the smallest copepodid stage CI and 100% of the older stages (Nichols and Thompson 1991). For each collected sample, n = 200–300 *C. finmarchicus* individuals were staged, and...
the length (from the tip of the head to the end of the furca) of $n=100$ CV copepods was measured. Data for midday and midnight hauls were pooled for each seasonal time point and depth to avoid bias from DVM. In addition, animals collected at midday were sorted for *C. finmarchicus* CV copepods using dissecting microscopes under dim red light and at in situ temperature and were then fixed in liquid nitrogen for later analyses of dry weight, carbon to nitrogen (C/N) ratio, and lipid content (see below). A summary of samples collected is presented in Table 1.

At each of the six seasonal time points, zooplankton samples were also collected over a period of 28 h at 4-h intervals with a total of eight diel time points per seasonal time point. Sampling at each seasonal time point started between 10:00 and 11:00 and ended between 14:00 and 15:00 on the following day (Table 2). The samples were immediately (within 1 min after retrieval) fixed as bulk samples in RNAlater® stabilizing solution (Ambion). The bulk samples were later sorted at 2°C for *C. finmarchicus* CV copepods and for each depth layer, $n=5$ replicates were collected per diel time point with 15–17 individuals pooled per replicate and stored at −20°C for later gene expression analyses (see below). Upper Loch Etive represents a habitat of pure *C. finmarchicus* (as confirmed with population genetic studies, Søreide pers. comm.) and contamination of samples with the congener *Calanus helgolandicus* is highly unlikely due to its limited tolerance of low salinities (Hill 2009).

### Dry weight and C/N ratio

CV copepods were individually fixed in pre-weighed tincaps in liquid nitrogen ($n=24$ per seasonal time point and depth, Table 1). They were then freeze dried and dry weight was determined (XP6U Micro Comparator, Mettler-Toledo). Afterward, the C/N ratio of the individuals was determined via elemental analyzer (EuroEA, EuroVector).

### Lipid analysis

Total lipid content of CV copepods was determined over the seasonal sampling period. Replicates were taken for each seasonal time point and depth ($n=5$), with 20 individuals pooled per replicate (Table 1). Total lipid was extracted following Folch et al. (1957). Frozen copepods were initially homogenized in 4 mL chloroform : methanol (2 : 1 v/v) using a T10 ULTRA-TURRAX® disperser (IKA). The homogenate was then filtered through a pre-washed Whatman® N1 filter (GE Healthcare). After the addition of 1 mL KCl (0.88% w/v), the samples were thoroughly homogenized using a vortex mixer before being centrifuged at 400 × $g$ for 2 min for phase separation. After discarding the upper aqueous layer, the lower chloroform phase containing the total lipid extract was dried under a stream of oxygen-free nitrogen. The samples were then desiccated under vacuum for 6 h and total lipid mass [μg*indv.$^{-1}$] was determined gravimetrically.

### Table 1. Collected samples. Listed samples were collected the same way at each seasonal time point. Sampling was always performed in two depth layers (5–50 m and 50–145 m, respectively) via vertical net hauls (see text). For each parameter, the time(s) of sampling, the number of collected replicates and sample handling are described. Only *C. finmarchicus* CV copepods were used, except for abundance and stage composition where all copepodid life stages (incl. adults) were investigated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter(s)</th>
<th>Time(s)</th>
<th>$n$/depth layer</th>
<th>Sample handling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abundance and stage composition</td>
<td>Midday, midnight</td>
<td>2×200–300 indv.</td>
<td>Fixed in 10% methanol, sorted later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body size</td>
<td></td>
<td>2×100 CVs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid content</td>
<td>Midday</td>
<td>5 (20 CVs/n)</td>
<td>Sorted under red light, fixed in liquid N$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry weight and C/N ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td>24 (1 CV/n)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene expression</td>
<td>See Table 2</td>
<td>5 per diel time point (15–17 CVs/n)</td>
<td>Fixed in RNAlater®, sorted later</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Diel time series sampling. Samples for gene expression analysis were collected at eight diel time points in 4-h intervals over a period of 28 h at each seasonal time point. Times of sunset, sunrise, and photoperiod at Bonawe deep were obtained from NOAA sunrise/sunset calculator. All times are given as UTC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seasonal time point</th>
<th>Gene expression sampling period</th>
<th>Sunset</th>
<th>Sunrise</th>
<th>Photoperiod (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 2015</td>
<td>6th May 10:00–7th May 14:00</td>
<td>20:12</td>
<td>04:24</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>18th Jun 10:00–19th Jun 14:00</td>
<td>21:15</td>
<td>03:23</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>5th Aug 11:00–6th Aug 15:00</td>
<td>20:24</td>
<td>04:33</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>16th Nov 11:00–17th Nov 15:00</td>
<td>16:11</td>
<td>08:04</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2016</td>
<td>19th Jan 11:00–20th Jan 15:00</td>
<td>16:22</td>
<td>08:41</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>3rd Mar 10:00–4th Mar 14:00</td>
<td>18:01</td>
<td>07:05</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gene selection

Thirty five target genes and three reference genes were selected for analysis including genes involved in the circadian clock machinery, lipid-, carbohydrate- and amino acid metabolism, aerobic/anerobic energy metabolism, stress response, and light perception. Sequences of relevant genes of interest from other crustaceans were used to browse a de novo transcriptome by Lenz et al. (2014) to identify respective gene sequences for C. finmarchicus. Clock genes had previously been annotated from the transcriptome (Christie et al. 2013a). The identities of the characterized sequences were verified via blastx using the NCBI online database. All measured genes, their physiological functions, and their respective blastx top-hits are listed in Supporting Information Table S1.

The sequence information obtained via blastx was then used to identify common protein domains and the sequences were further checked for palindromic regions and repeats using the online tools OligoAnalyzer 3.1 (http://eu.idtdna.com/calc/analyzer) and RepeatMasker 3.0 (http://www.repeatmasker.org/cgi-bin/WEBRepeatMasker). This identified suitable binding regions for primers and probes. Based on this information, custom Taqman® low-density array cards (Applied Biosystems) were designed via the Applied Biosystems online tool (https://www.thermofisher.com/order/custom-genomic-products/tools/gene-expression/) with primer and probe binding regions placed in sequence intersects specific to the respective gene (checked via blastn against NCBI). Cards were designed in a way that eight different samples could be measured in parallel with all 35 genes being measured in each sample. Sequences of primers and probes were submitted to the PANGAEA online repository (https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.884073). Primer efficiencies were tested via dilution series and ranged from 83.8% to 104.0%.

Gene expression analysis

To measure the expression of the selected genes, RNA was extracted using the RNeasy® Mini kit (Qiagen) with β-mercaptoethanol (0.14 M) added to the lysis buffer as recommended for lipid-rich samples. The TURBO DNA-free kit (Life Technologies) was used to remove genomic DNA and RNA was checked for possible degradation (2100 Bioanalyzer/ RNA 6000 Nano Kit, Agilent Technologies) as well as for contaminants and overall RNA level (Nanodrop 2000 Spectrophotometer, Thermo Fisher Scientific). RNA yields per copepod determined via Nanodrop were used as a proxy for overall transcriptional activity. A thermocycler (T100 Thermal Cycler, Bio-Rad Laboratories) was used to convert 2 μg RNA per sample (reaction volume: 50 μL) to cDNA using RevertAid H Minus Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen). RNA samples were stored at −80°C between all processing steps and cDNA was stored at −20°C. Gene expression was measured via Taqman® cards (eight samples per card) and real-time quantitative PCR (ViiA™ 7, Applied Biosystems). Five cards were needed per 28-h time series (eight diel time points/n = 5) and replicates of the same time point were separated between cards.

Gene expression was normalized using the 2−ΔΔCT-method (Livak and Schmittgen 2001) with reference genes chosen based on expression level relative to investigated genes and the findings of previous studies (Hansen et al. 2008; Tarrant et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2013; Fu et al. 2013; Häfker et al. 2017). For the investigation of seasonal expression patterns, genes were normalized against the geometric mean of the reference genes elongation factor 1 α (ef1α) and ribosomal protein S13 (rps13) and the data of all samples collected during a 28-h time series at the respective seasonal time points were pooled (six seasonal time points, n = 40 replicates per gene, seasonal time point and depth). For the investigation of diel expression cycles, the eight clock genes (clock (clk), cycle (cyC), period1 (per1), period2 (per2), timeless (tim), cryptochrome2 (cry2), clockwork orange (cwo), and vrille (vri)) were normalized against the geometric mean of the reference genes rps13 and RNA polymerase II (RNApoly) and the 28-h time series from each of the different seasonal time points were treated individually (eight diel time points, n = 5 replicates per gene, diel time point and depth). Expression stability of reference genes was verified via NormFinder (Andersen et al. 2004) with the geometric means of all used reference gene combinations showing stability values < 0.025.

Statistical analysis

For the analysis of DVM patterns, backscatter rhythmicity of acoustic data from each seasonal sampling time point over the sampling period ± 3 days (7 days in total) for 25 m and 90 m depth was analyzed with TSA-Cosinor® (package 6.3, Expert Soft Technologies) and expressed as period length (τ) and % of model fit (Bingham et al. 1982). All other statistical analyses were performed using RStudio (v. 0.99.422, R Development Core Team 2013). Graphics were created using SigmaPlot (v. 12.5) unless indicated otherwise. Seasonal patterns of body length, dry weight, C/N ratio, lipid content, and overall RNA level were analyzed separately for shallow and deep samples via nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis ANOVAs on ranks (α = 0.05) followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison post hoc tests (α = 0.05) provided in the “FSA” R-package (Ogle 2017). For each seasonal time point, a comparison between the shallow and the deep layer was made for all parameters using the Mann–Whitney U-test (α = 0.05).

Seasonal patterns of gene expression were analyzed the same way via Kruskal–Wallis ANOVAs on ranks and Mann–Whitney U-tests, but with α = 0.0001 to account for the testing of multiple genes (35 genes in 2 depth layers over 6 seasonal time points resulting in 70 Kruskal–Wallis ANOVAs and 210 Mann–Whitney U-tests). To identify reoccurring seasonal expression patterns, heatmaps, and dendrograms of all genes were created for the shallow and the deep layer with the R-packages “gplots” (Warnes et al. 2016) and “RCColorBrewer” (Neuwirth 2014). For each depth, genes were then grouped
into four major clusters based on expression pattern similarities. Diel expression patterns of the eight clock genes over the 28-h time series were checked for 24-h cycling with the R-package "RAIN" (Thaben and Westermark 2014), which uses a non-parametric approach to detect rhythmic oscillations independent of waveform. \( \alpha = 0.001 \) was used to account for the testing of multiple genes (8 genes in 2 depth layers resulting in 16 RAIN analyses). Cycling was analyzed separately for each seasonal time point as well as for the shallow and deep samples. The reference genes used for normalization (\( rps13 \), RNA-poly, and \( ef1\alpha \)) were excluded from all statistical analyses. All other non-clock genes were also checked for 24-h rhythmicity, but none of them showed consistent diel patterns and thus data are not shown.

**Results**

**Hydrography and primary production**

Water temperature at Bonawe deep ranged between 8°C and 14°C over the course of the study. The temperature was most variable in the upper 60 m with lowest temperatures in winter/spring and the highest values at the end of the summer.

![Fig. 2](image_url)

*Fig. 2.* Environmental parameters. Water column characteristics at the sampling site Bonawe deep were monitored. (A) Seasonal change in temperature recorded from loggers attached in 10 m intervals to a mooring. Date labels indicate the 1st day of the respective month. The gap in December resulted from the temporary retrieval of the mooring for maintenance and data collection. CTD hauls additionally provided high resolution profiles of (B) temperature, (C) salinity, (D) oxygen concentration, and (E) Chl a concentration for each seasonal time point. CTD data for May were previously shown in Häfker et al. (2017).
Below 80 m, the temperature rose by ~ 1°C in November/October followed by a weak gradual warming that continued until March. Salinity generally increased with depth and was stable at 27.5 PSU below ~ 60 m throughout the study period. A sharp decrease to 13–18 PSU was observed in the upper 5 m and from January to March salinity already decreased to ~ 22 PSU at 20–30 m depth (Fig. 2C). Oxygen concentration decreased with depth and the largest changes occurred between 10 m and 50 m, with an especially sharp decrease in January and March at 20–30 m depth (Fig. 2D). According to the Chl a data, phytoplankton was concentrated in the upper 10 m of the water column with a second, weaker peak at ~ 25 m in May. The Chl a maximum in May (10.5 mg Chl a*m⁻³) was followed by a sharp decrease until August (Fig. 2E), while from November to March the phytoplankton abundance was very low (< 1.5 mg Chl a*m⁻³). Midday PAR at 1 m depth varied between ~ 100 μmol photons*m⁻²*s⁻¹ in May–August and ~ 10 μmol photons*m⁻²*s⁻¹ in November/January, but was strongly affected by weather conditions (cloud cover) during the sampling trips. Generally, light intensity decreased rapidly with depth and was no longer detectable below 20 m at any seasonal time point (sensor detection limit: 1 × 10⁻¹² μmol photons*m⁻²*s⁻¹).

**Zooplankton diel vertical migration**

Classical DVM was observed at the study site with animals migrating to the surface at night and retreating to deeper waters during the day. Times of upward/downward migration generally coincided with sunset/sunrise (Fig. 3A). In shallow waters (measured at 25 m), 24-h backscatter rhythmicity could be detect at all seasonal sampling time points, while in the deeper layer (measured at 90 m) a diel backscatter rhythm was only found in May and June (Table 3). Migrations stretched from the surface to ~ 70 m depth in May/June and became...

---

**Fig. 3.** Diel vertical migration patterns at Bonawe deep, Loch Etive. MVBS, expressed in (dB) is shown. (A) Diel change in MVBS at 25 m and 90 m, respectively. Data are double plotted. Arrows (→) indicate seasonal sampling time points. The gap in December resulted from the temporary retrieval of the mooring for maintenance and data collection. (B–E) MVBS patterns recorded over 7 day periods around the seasonal sampling time points in May, August, November, and March, respectively. Date labels at 00:00 h of the respective day. The times of the 28-h sampling campaigns are indicated by white boxes. The sharp change in backscatter at ~ 38 m (particularly strong in May) is an artifact caused by the combination of data from two ADCPs at different depths. MVBS pattern for May (B) was previously shown in Häfker et al. (2017).
shallower afterward (Fig. 3B–D). In January/March, animals did not migrate all the way to the surface but accumulated at ~30 m depth at night (Fig. 3E).

**C. finmarchicus population dynamics**

Overall, *C. finmarchicus* abundance in the shallow layer (5–50 m) was highest in May (453 indv.*m$^{-3}$) followed by August (147 indv.*m$^{-3}$) (Fig. 4A), while in June and from November to March it was below 75 indv.*m$^{-3}$. In the deep layer (50–145 m), abundance gradually increased from a minimum in May (27 indv.*m$^{-3}$) to high abundances in November (220 indv.*m$^{-3}$) and January (197 indv.*m$^{-3}$) and then decreased to 75 indv.*m$^{-3}$ in March (Fig. 4B).

In the shallow layer, from May to August, early copepodid stages (CI–CIV) accounted for more than 60% of the *C. finmarchicus* population. The remaining population consisted of CVs and adults (mostly females) with the former outnumbering the latter (Fig. 4A). By November, CVs made up ~60% of the shallow population and they stayed dominant until the end of the study, although in March the proportion of adults did again increase to ~35%. The deep layer was dominated by adult females (~65%) in May, but from June onward until the end of the study almost the entire deep population (>95%) consist of CV copepodids (Fig. 4B).

**Body length, dry weight, C/N ratio, and lipid content**

Body length of the CV copepodids showed significant seasonal differences in both depth layers (Kruskal–Wallis $p < 0.05$, df = 5) (Fig. 5A). In the shallow layer, CV body length decreased from ~2.9 mm in May/June to 2.7–2.75 mm from August to March. A similar pattern was observed in the deep layer, but with the major decrease between August and November. While shallow CVs were significantly bigger in May, deep layer animals were bigger from August on (Mann–Whitney U-test, $p < 0.05$). A more detailed analysis of CV copepodid individual sizes is provided in Supporting Information Fig. S1.

Table 3. Zooplankton backscatter rhythmicity over the course of the study. Data obtained via ADCP set to a frequency of 300 kHz. For each seasonal time point the oscillation period ($\tau$) and fit were determined by TSA Cosinor analysis over a period of 7 days. Data for May were previously shown in Häfker et al. (2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seasonal time point</th>
<th>Shallow (25 m)</th>
<th>Deep (90 m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Period ((\tau))</td>
<td>% Model fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May (04.–11.05.2015)</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June (15.–22.06.2015)</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>52.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August (03.–10.08.2015)</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November (09.–16.11.2015)</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January (19.–26.01.2016)</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March (01.–08.03.2016)</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. *C. finmarchicus* abundance and stage composition. Samples were collected at Bonawe deep via vertical net hauls in (A) the shallow layer and (B) the deep layer. Copepodid stages (CI–CV) and adults (CVf, CVim) were counted. At each seasonal time point samples were collected at midday and midnight and data were pooled to prevent DVM effects. For months without bars, no samples were collected.
The C/N ratio of CV copepodids changed significantly over the seasonal cycle with similar patterns in both depth layers (Kruskal–Wallis $p < 0.05$, $df = 5$). Changes were largest in the shallow layer with highest C/N values around 8 in June, August, and January, while the ratio decreased to 4.77 in November and 6.67 in March (Fig. 5C). C/N ratios in the deep layer were significantly higher than in the shallow layer for all seasonal time points except January (Mann–Whitney U-test, $p < 0.05$).

Significant seasonal changes in total lipid content of copepods from both the shallow and the deep layer were found (both Kruskal–Wallis $p < 0.05$, $df = 5$) (Fig. 5D). In the shallow layer, total lipid content per individual CV copepodid varied from 53 $\mu$g in June to $\sim$ 80 $\mu$g in January/March. In the deep layer, CV lipid content increased from 93 $\mu$g in May to 124 $\mu$g in August and was constant at $\sim$ 90 $\mu$g from November on. The lipid content of CVs in the deep layers was higher than in the shallow layer from May to August and in March (Mann–Whitney U-test, $p < 0.05$). Both depth layers showed high variability in lipid content in November.

**Seasonal gene expression**

RNA yield per copepod in *C. finmarchicus* CVs was highest in May for both depths (Kruskal–Wallis $p < 0.05$, $df = 5$) and, with the exception of November, was generally higher in the shallow layer (Mann–Whitney U-test, $p < 0.05$) (Fig. 6). In the shallow layer, the RNA yield showed a minimum in November with a slight increase thereafter. In the deep layer, RNA yield reached a minimum in August and stayed constantly low thereafter.

Almost all of the investigated genes showed significant seasonal expression changes in both depth layers (Kruskal–Wallis $p < 0.0001$, $df = 5$, Supporting Information Table S2).
The Mann–Whitney U-tests found numerous significant differences between the shallow and deep layer for various genes and seasonal time points ($p < 0.0001$, Supporting Information Table S2). The number of genes differing significantly in expression between the shallow and deep layer varied with season. The number was lowest in May and November (11 and 15 genes, respectively) and highest in June and August (25 and 28 genes, respectively). Relative change in seasonal expression level was variable among genes, ranging from 1.6-fold change for seasonal time points ($p$ values between twofold and 10-fold (Supporting Information Table S2).

Heatmap analyses of gene expression revealed several clusters of reoccurring seasonal patterns. In the shallow layer, there were four distinctive clusters (Fig. 7A) with the first one (S1) characterized by elevated expression from May to August, a minimum in November and an increase toward high expression in March. Genes in the S1 cluster included among others: $cs$, malate dehydrogenase ($mdh$), cyclin B ($cycB$), and ecdysteroid receptor ($ecr$). The second cluster (S2) showed consistent peak activity in May or sometimes June, followed by a gradual or stepwise decrease toward the lowest values in March. Genes in the S2 cluster included $elov$, phosphofructokinase ($pfk$), $chtrp$, and glutamate dehydrogenase ($gdh$) as well as the clock genes $cyc$, $per2$, and $cwo$. The third cluster (S3) showed no clear seasonal patterns and consisted of the genes phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase ($pepck$), widerbort ($wbt1$), and the clock gene vrille ($vri$). The fourth shallow layer cluster (S4) was characterized by an expression peak in November, minimum values in March, and consistently low expression in the remaining months. Representatives of the S4 cluster were hemocyanin (hc), ferritin (fer), couch potato ($cpo$), arginine kinase ($argk$), an ops (ops), and the clock genes $per1$, $tim$, and $cry2$.

In the deep layer, the heatmap analysis identified four distinctive clusters (Fig. 7B). In the first cluster (D1), expression was high in May, largely reduced from June until November and then increased again to initial levels in March. The cluster composition shared large similarity with the S1 cluster of the shallow layer and included the genes $cs$, $mdh$, $cycB$, $ecr$, $cry1$, and $ck2a$. Comparing D1 and S1, expression was similar between depths in May, November, and March while expression was higher in the shallow layer in June, August, and January (Supporting Information Table S2). The second cluster of the deep layer (D2) was characterized by peak expression in May followed by a sharp decline to low levels in June/August and thereafter. The genes of the D2 cluster (including $elov$, $pfk$, and $chtrp$) were all found in the S2 cluster of the shallow layer. Individual gene comparison of D2 and S2 revealed higher expression in the shallow layer from May to November with the difference between depths gradually decreasing (Supporting Information Table S2). Genes of the third deep layer cluster (D3) all showed peak expression in June followed by a sharp or gradual decrease and often low expression in May. The D3 cluster included $pepck$, pigment dispersing hormone receptor ($pdhr$), and the clock genes $cyc$, and $vri$ that were found in the S2 and S3 clusters of the shallow layer. Expression of individual genes was similar between the deep and shallow layer for most of the study period, with some genes showing higher expression in the deep layer from June to November (Supporting Information Table S2). The fourth cluster of the deep layer (D4) was characterized by high expression levels from June to November and low expression levels in May and March. Most genes of the D4 cluster were found in the S4 cluster of the shallow layer (including $hc$, $fer$, $cpo$, $argk$, $ops$, $per1$, $tim$, and $cry2$), while a few like 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (hoah) and $clk$ were found in the S2 cluster. Expression was similarly low in the D4 and the S4 cluster in May and March, but most genes showed higher expression levels in the deep layer from June to January compared to the shallow layer (Supporting Information Table S2).

**Diel clock gene expression**

The diel rhythmicity of the clock genes $clk$, $per1$, $tim$, $cry2$, and $cwo$ showed similar changes over the seasonal cycle. 24-h cycling of these genes was mostly confined to the shallow layer from May to August (Table 4). In the deep layer, 24-h cycling (if present) was reduced with $tim$ and $cwo$ being
rhythmic in May, while only cyc was rhythmic in June. From May to August, clk typically showed peak expression just after sunrise (Fig. 8A). In contrast, the diel expression peak of per1, tim, cry2, and cwo typically peaked around sunset (Fig. 8B–E). The clock genes cyc, per2, and vri showed generally little 24-h cycling and no consistent diel patterns over the seasonal cycle (graphics not shown).

**Discussion**

This study has generated one of the most comprehensive investigations of *C. finmarchicus*’ seasonal cycles to date. The multilevel approach revealed seasonal rhythms of DVM, population dynamics, as well as the physiology, gene expression, and clock rhythmicity of the dominant CV life stage. Initial discussion will focus on seasonal changes in DVM followed by a detailed characterization of the three distinct phases in the seasonal cycle of *C. finmarchicus* CV copepodids: (1) activity/development (shallow layer, May–October), (2) diapause (deep layer, June–November), and (3) emergence (November–March). All phases show specific patterns of physiology, gene expression, and clock rhythmicity (Fig. 9). Finally, observed patterns of circadian clock rhythmicity and lipid content will be discussed in relation to photoperiod and possible regulatory mechanisms of diapause initiation/termination.

**Diel vertical migration**

DVM showed 24-h rhythmicity throughout the study and, the times of zooplankton ascent and descent in Loch Etive.

---

**Fig. 7.** Seasonal gene expression patterns. (A) Shallow and (B) deep layer gene expression heatmaps and clusters are shown. Gene clusters were defined based on pattern similarities. Gene expression of both depth layers was normalized individually for each gene, meaning that relative expression levels are comparable between months and depth layers but not between genes. A detailed overview of expression differences between months and depths layers is given in Supporting Information Table S2. Graphic was created with R.
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Table 4. Diel cycling in clock gene expression. p values of “RAIN” rhythm analysis are shown with p values indicating significant 24-h cycling (p < 0.001) printed bold. For the sake of clarity, p values > 0.05 are not shown (–). Data for May were previously shown in Häfker et al. (2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>March</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clock (clk)</td>
<td>Shallow</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycle (cyc)</td>
<td>Shallow</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period1 (per1)</td>
<td>Shallow</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period2 (per2)</td>
<td>Shallow</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timeless (tim)</td>
<td>Shallow</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cryptochrome2 (cry2)</td>
<td>Shallow</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clockwork orange (cwo)</td>
<td>Shallow</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vrille (vri)</td>
<td>Shallow</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

coincided with sunset and sunrise and shifted over the seasons according to photoperiod (Fig. 3; Table 2), with shoaling of DVM in autumn/winter. This supports the general assumption that DVM is synchronized by light. The observed patterns were primarily attributed to C. finmarchicus, the dominant zooplankton species in Loch Etive (Mauchline 1987; Hill 2009) and in our net catches. However, in autumn/winter, while the majority of C. finmarchicus were diapausing in the deep layer (Fig. 4), other zooplankton species like the large predatory copepod Paranthopectus norvegica or the chaeognath Parasagitta elegans might have contributed to the observed DVM patterns (Mauchline 1987). Light intensity in Loch Etive decreased rapidly with depth because of the river input of humic compounds (Wood et al. 1973). PAR data suggest that at any seasonal time point light was undetectable for C. finmarchicus, and probably most zooplankton organisms, below 20 m depth (Båtnes et al. 2013; Miljeteig et al. 2014; Cohen et al. 2015). Daytime backscatter was strongest at 40–60 m depth, suggesting that the ascent to the surface at sunset was not triggered by light but rather by internal cues like hunger or endogenous clocks. In March, a pronounced cline due to freshwater runoff (Fig. 2B–D) prevented zooplankton from ascending above 30 m depth (Fig. 3E), meaning that they spend the entire 24-h cycle in constant darkness and still showed synchronized DVM. This strongly suggests an endogenous regulation of zooplankton DVM (Enright and Hamner 1967; Cohen and Forward 2005; Häfker et al. 2017). Such endogenous DVM is also supported by reports of rhythmic migrations during the polar night and in deep sea habitats (Berge et al. 2009; van Haren and Compton 2013).

Seasonal life cycle of C. finmarchicus

Activity and development phase

Spring and summer in the shallow layer were characterized by C. finmarchicus early copepodid stages, high metabolic activity, and diel rhythmicity. The first generation (G1) sampled in May/June were the offspring of the overwintering stock. One fraction of the G1 descended to diapause whereas the other fraction matured and spawned a second generation (G2), which was sampled in August. The presence of a second generation from August on was inferred from the decrease in body length, dry weight, and lipid content of the shallow layer CV copepodids from June to August (Fig. 5, Supporting Information Fig. S1). This finding was surprising as previous investigations in Loch Etive reported only one generation per year (Hill 2009) and it may be linked to nutrient enrichment from increasing fin-fish aquaculture in the loch in the last few years. The descent of the G1 and the G2 to diapause occurred around June and October, respectively. The descent of the G1 is mostly reflected in the abundance data from the shallow and deep layers in June/August (Fig. 4) and the change in deep layer gene expression patterns (Fig. 8B). C. finmarchicus abundance in net samples collected in the shallow and deep layers for physiological and genetic analyses support the suggestion that a major relocation of biomass (i.e., of the G1) to the deep layer already occurred in June. The descent of the G2 becomes evident from the backscatter increase at depth in October (Fig. 3A, 90 m) as well as from the appearance of smaller sized CV copepodids in the deep layer in November (Supporting Information Fig. S1) and it seems to be associated with an increase in water temperature. A similar temperature-related
Fig. 8. Diel clock gene expression patterns. Relative mRNA levels of (A) *clock/clk*, (B) *period1/per1*, (C) *timeless/tim*, (D) *cryptochrome2/cry2*, and (E) *clockwork orange/cwo* are shown for the months May, November, and March in the shallow (solid symbols and line) and in the deep layer (open symbols, dashed line). Color bars indicate day/night. For each gene, depth layer, and diel time point \( n = 5 \) replicates were measured. Mean values ± standard error are shown. Gene expression was normalized individually for each month, meaning that relative expression levels are comparable between depth layers but not between months or genes. All genes were checked for rhythmic gene activity using the R-Package “RAIN” and significant 24-h cycling is indicated by asterisks (*). Information about the cycling of other clock genes and months is presented in Table 4. Expression patterns for May were previously shown in Häfker et al. (2017).
seasonal migration has been observed in *C. finmarchicus*’ congener *C. glacialis* (Kosobokova 1999; Niehoff and Hirche 2005) (Fig. 2A).

From May to August, gene expression patterns indicate high metabolic activity and active development of the copepods in the shallow layer (Fig. 7A S1, S2). In the S1 cluster, high expression was found in genes associated with metabolic activity like *mdh* or *cs* (Meyer et al. 2002, 2010; Freese et al. 2017), translation activity (*initiation factor 4E* [if4E]), molting (*ecr*), and tissue development (*cyclB*). The S2 gene cluster also showed high expression during the phase of activity and development and especially in May, i.e., the time when the phytoplankton concentration peaked (Fig. 2E). Many S2 genes are involved in feeding-related processes such as digestion (*chtrp*), the channeling of carbohydrates (*pfk*), and nitrogen compounds (*glutamate dehydrogenase* [gdh]) into the citric acid cycle as well as in the synthesis of lipid reserves (*elov* and *fatty acid-bind protein* [fabp]). High expression levels were further found in *hydroxyacyl-CoA lyase* (hac), an enzyme which catalyzes the α-oxidation of consumed fatty acids in the peroxisomes (Casteels et al. 2007). It thus seems likely that expression of several S2 genes could be affected by ambient food conditions. Genes in the S2 and S3 clusters showed low expression levels from May to August, suggesting that they play a reduced role during the phase of activity and development. The clock genes *per1*, *tim*, and *cry2* were found in the S4 cluster indicating that high clock gene expression levels are not necessarily an indicator of clock rhythmicity.

The strong diel cycling of clock genes in the shallow layer from May to August (Table 4) indicates a functioning circadian clock, which is probably also coordinating diel rhythms in behavior (e.g., DVM) and physiology. The circadian core expression of the clock genes mostly resembles the patterns previously reported for *C. finmarchicus* (Häfker et al. 2017) and other arthropod species (Richier et al. 2008; Merlin et al. 2009) (Fig. 8). No coincidence was seen in the expression of clock genes and the seasonal changing photoperiod suggesting that photoperiodic measurement may be achieved via an “external coincidence” model (Bünning 1960; Pittendrigh 1960). This proposes a photosensitive phase around sunset or sunrise associated with peak activity of one or more clock genes. However, the sampling interval (4 h) was too long to reliably test for this model. While 24-h cycling was only found in clock genes but not in any other genes, it is probable that the clock also controls diel physiological rhythms such as respiration (Häfker et al. 2017) or enzyme activity associated with nocturnal feeding (Bämstedt 1988) via downstream genes that then trigger cellular signal cascades regulating metabolic processes (Ceriani et al. 2002; Panda et al. 2002). These cascades may influence protein synthesis or enzyme activity (Panda et al. 2002; Reddy and Rey 2014; Thurlery et al. 2017) explaining the lack of diel cycles in metabolic gene expression. To fully reveal the extent and organizational levels of circadian control in *C. finmarchicus*, circadian transcriptome and proteome studies will be needed. Interestingly, several clock genes (*clk*, *cyc*, *per2*, and *cwo*) showed a clear change in expression level from May to August, but diel clock rhythmicity was not affected (Table 4), suggesting that the clock can maintain robust 24-h rhythmicity even if overall clock gene expression levels change.

**Diapause phase**

*Calanus finmarchicus* typically diapausas as a CV copepodid (Marshall and Orr 1955; Hirche 1996a), which dominated the deep layer from June to March in this study. Some copepods of the G1 already descended to diapause in May as indicated by the presence of lipid-rich CV copepodids in the deep layer at this time. The descent of the G2 in October was accompanied by a decrease in deep layer average CV body length and dry weight (Fig. 5A,B, Supporting Information Fig. S1).

According to gene expression in May and June, the physiological “switch” to diapause took place after the descent to the deep layer, as previously suggested (Head and Harris 1985; Freese et al. 2017). Diapausing copepods were characterized by high expression of genes in the D1 and D2 clusters, suggesting that the diapause phase lasted from June until after November (Fig. 7B). The genes with low expression in the D1 and D2 clusters were related to metabolic activity, development, and food processing (e.g., *mdh*, *cyclB*, and *chtrp*) as well as molting (*ecr*) and lipid synthesis (*elov* and *fabp*) (Fig. 7B), which is in line with previous findings in diapausing *C. finmarchicus* (Tarrant et al. 2008; Aruda et al. 2013; Clark et al. 2013).

Genes in the D1 cluster showed highest expression in June, suggesting an association with the initiation of diapause (e.g., *pepck* and *pigment dispersing hormone receptor* [pdhr]). High expression of *pepck*, the rate-limiting enzyme of gluconeogenesis, suggests an increase of anaerobic energy production (Hahn and Denlinger 2011; Poelchau et al. 2013) as a consequence of the hypoxic conditions in the deep layer (Fig. 2D). This may be fueled by glucose produced from lipid sac wax esters via gluconeogenesis and then distributed within the body, but only experimental exposure to hypoxia and tissue-specific gene expression analysis would shed new light onto the role of *pepck* in diapausas of *C. finmarchicus*. *pdhr* is involved in reducing the sensitivity to light (Strauss and Dircksen 2010) and the high *pdhr* expression in June might be associated with the transition to diapause as light can trigger arousal in *Calanus* (Miller et al. 1991; Morata and Søreide 2013). For the S3 genes, closer investigations of their molecular and physiological roles will be needed to determine if and how they are involved in diapause initiation.

The D4 cluster contained several genes typically associated with overwintering such as *cpe*, which is linked to diapause in insects (Christie et al. 2013b; Salminen et al. 2015) or *hoad*, which is a key enzyme of lipid catabolism (Hassett et al. 2010). Other upregulated genes are involved in blood oxygen supply (*hc*), anaerobic energy production (*argk*), or in the protection from oxidative stress (*gshpx* and *fer*). Elevated
expression of fer in deep diapausing C. finmarchicus has already been described (Tarrant et al. 2008; Aruda et al. 2011) and is intuitive considering that hypoxia can cause oxidative stress (Chandel et al. 2000). However, while the oxygen concentration was constantly low in the deep layer of Loch Etive (Fig. 2D), expression in the D2 cluster was only elevated from June to November/January, suggesting that the observed changes were directly associated with diapause and possibly related to the reduced oxygen and ATP demands due to metabolic reduction (Ingvarsdóttir et al. 1999). Monitoring of these genes in copepods from different seasons exposed to different oxygen concentrations may provide closer insights.

Considering the metabolic reduction during diapause (Ingvarsdóttir et al. 1999), it is surprising that the major decrease in the lipid content and C/N ratio of deep layer CVs happened between August and November. The second generation CVs descending in October were smaller in size and thus could hold fewer lipids (Fig. S1, Supporting Information Saumweber and Durbin 2006). In addition, they had to spend less time in diapause than the G1, and thus possibly needed only smaller lipid reserves to survive. The difference in lipid content between G1 and G2 would explain the high variability in lipid levels of C. finmarchicus CVs sampled in November as well as the reduction in the deep layer lipid content and C/N ratio (Fig. 5C,D). Another explanation for the loss of lipids in these animals could be the higher metabolic rates associated with the warmer temperatures in Loch Etive compared to the North Atlantic (Ingvarsdóttir et al. 1999; Maps et al. 2014).

Rhythmic diel clock gene expression was present in the deep layer in May, but was lost with the physiological transition to diapause toward June (Fig. 8; Table 4). This suggests that the diel rhythmic output of the clock was actively “switched off” during diapause and that arrhythmicity was not just a consequence of the lack of light at depth, as also supported by the observation that in C. finmarchicus clock genes continue diel cycling in constant darkness (Häfker et al. 2017). As gene expression was determined from pooled individuals and because repeated measurements of the same individuals were not possible, the possibility that clocks remained rhythmic during diapause, but were desynchronized between individuals cannot be discounted. Although clock genes showed no diel cycling during diapause (Fig. 8; Table 4), several clock and clock-associated genes showed seasonal patterns of elevated expression during diapause from June to November (Fig. 7B) and a potential reason for this is discussed in the section “Mechanisms of diapause termination.”

**Emergence phase**

Gene expression (Fig. 7) and increasing RNA yields (Fig. 6) indicate that the process of emergence from diapause started after the sampling in November and continued until the end of the study in March. The expression of genes associated with metabolic activity and developmental processes increased in the S1 and D1 clusters, whereas the expression of genes related to diapause in the D2 and D4 clusters decreased. There was no increase in the expression of food-associated genes in the S2 and D2 clusters, likely because phytoplankton levels were still low in March.

Despite the upregulation of genes related to developmental processes, lipid levels stayed constant from November to March (Fig. 5D). A large proportion of storage lipids is used for gonad development (Rey-Rassat et al. 2002). This slow and energetically costly process starts several months before the ascent to the surface (Hirche 1996b; Jónasdóttir 1999; Niehoff et al. 2002). However, the major part of gonad maturation takes place during and after the molt to the adult stage (Tande 1982; Rey-Rassat et al. 2002), explaining why lipid content and C/N ratio of CV copepods showed little change during emergence (Fig. 5C,D). Still, the constant deep layer lipid levels from November to March are surprising given the expected metabolic costs based on copepod size and ambient temperature (Ingvarsdóttir et al. 1999; Saumweber and Durbin 2006). Thus, it may be possible that copepods at depth fed heterotrophically to maintain lipid levels for maturation (Ohman and Runge 1994; Meyer-Harms et al. 1999) which would also explain why lipid content of deep layer CV copepods increased from May to August despite low phytoplankton concentrations (Figs. 2E, 5D). The variance in the expression of individual genes stayed consistently low during the emergence phase (Supporting Information Fig. S2), suggesting that the copepods were all in the same physiological state. It appears that emergence was synchronized within the population, with all copepods resuming development and later ascending to surface waters at roughly the same time, although the G2 entered diapause 3–4 months after the G1 (Miller et al. 1991; Tittensor et al. 2003; Speirs et al. 2005; Baumgartner and Tarrant 2017).

Diel clock gene expression remained arrhythmic during emergence of the CV copepods (Fig. 8; Table 4). However, it is noteworthy that in the shallow layer in March several clock genes showed (insignificant) tendencies of higher expression around sunset (Fig. 8). The ascent to surface waters typically takes place after the molt to the adult stage (Miller et al. 1991; Hirche 1996a), and the expression patterns suggest that the clock will be “switched on” soon after the molt. CV copepods present in the shallow layer in November/January showed almost no clock gene cycling (exception: vri in November) although light levels should have been sufficient to entrain the clock (Table 4). The lack of clock cycling and similarities in seasonal clock gene expression patterns in the shallow and the deep layers from November to March (Figs. 7, 8) suggest that these shallow layer CV copepods were not remnants of the active surface population, but rather diapausing copepods that had been advected to the surface. An active ascent in late autumn offers no ecological advantage and thus a passive transport from the deep layer seems most likely (Durbin et al. 1997) and is plausible as there was a partial exchange of Loch Etive deep water at this time. The
there is the possibility that exposure to light at the surface did not “re-activate” clock gene cycling underpins the suggestion that the circadian clock is actively “switched off” in diapausing CV copepodids (Table 4).

**Mechanisms of diapause initiation**

As highlighted in the introduction, the regulation and timing of diapause are still poorly understood and hence subject to debate (Baumgartner and Tarrant 2017). Currently, the most accepted hypothesis for the initiation of diapause is the “lipid accumulation window” (LAW) hypothesis (Rey-Rassat et al. 2002). The concept assumes a time window during which the copepods accumulate lipids toward a certain threshold representing the minimum amount needed to survive the time of diapause. In this context, the amount of accumulated lipids is also dependent on body size (Saumweber and Durbin 2006) and information about lipid status is possibly mediated via lipid-derived hormones (Irigoin 2004; Pond et al. 2012).

The copepods that reach the “lipid-threshold” within the time window enter diapause while the others molt to adults and reproduce (Rey-Rassat et al. 2002) or may enter diapause with insufficient lipid reserves, leading to an early depletion and emergence (Maps et al. 2014). However, the continuous increase in lipid content in the deep layer CV copepodids from May to August argues against a specific lipid threshold triggering the physiological switch to diapause and the fact that G1 and G2 entered diapause with different amounts of lipids raises further doubts about the exclusive role of lipids in diapause initiation. Ecologically, the inability to accumulate sufficient lipid reserves indicates poor food conditions. If copepods mature and reproduce under these conditions, as suggested by the LAW hypothesis, their offspring would also have to face the same food limitation, potentially resulting in low survival rates (Sereide et al. 2010). In Loch Etive, this would affect the copepods in the shallow layer in November/January. However, gene expression data and clock rhythmicity imply that physiologically the animals had been, or were still, in diapause (Figs. 7, 8; Table 4). Further, the considerable amount of lipids found in shallow and deep layer copepods in November/January (Fig. 5D) argues against an early emergence due to insufficient lipid reserves.

An alternative hypothesis for the initiation of diapause assumes that the descent to diapause depth is related to low food concentrations (Hind et al. 2000). However, in Loch Etive, all copepods of the G1 experienced the same food conditions, not explaining why one fraction of the generation entered diapause while the others matured and produced a second generation.

In various insects and several copepods, the timing of diapause is controlled via photoperiod measurement by the circadian clock. In Loch Etive, the diel cycling of clock genes during the phase of activity and development shows the potential for photoperiod measurement in *Calanus finmarchicus* (Table 4). In insects and different life stages of calanoid and cyclopoid copepods, diapause is mostly initiated in response to short photoperiods (Watson and Smallman 1971; Marcus 1982; Hairston and Kearns 1995; Meuti and Denlinger 2013; Salminen et al. 2015). In Loch Etive, the G1 entered diapause in June implying an extremely long critical photoperiod close to 18 h (Table 2). Although such long critical photoperiods have been reported (Hut et al. 2013), it seems unlikely that diapause initiation of *C. finmarchicus* in Loch Etive is based exclusively on photoperiod.

The triggers of diapause initiation in *C. finmarchicus* are still unknown, but probably involve the interaction of multiple internal and external factors (Miller et al. 1991; Johnson et al. 2008).

Sufficient lipid reserves are crucial for surviving diapause, so that a critical minimum threshold of lipids is probably required before entering diapause (Rey-Rassat et al. 2002). However, photoperiod is a more reliable cue for the timing of the seasonal cycle that can trigger diapause in insects with high seasonal precision (Goto 2013; Meuti and Denlinger 2013). Hence, by the time a critical lipid threshold is reached, photoperiod might determine whether copepods enter diapause or mature to produce another generation. Further, temperature can modulate photoperiod-dependent diapause initiation in marine calanoid and freshwater cyclopoid copepods at the egg or the juvenile stage (Watson and Smallman 1971; Marcus 1982; Hairston and Kearns 1995). In spring/summer surface waters gradually warm and high temperatures might increase the likelihood of *C. finmarchicus* diapause initiation at a given photoperiod. However, it is also possible that the evasion of surface waters into deeper layers is a direct response to unfavorable temperature conditions (Kosobokova 1999; Niehoff and Hirche 2005).

Diapause triggers in *C. finmarchicus* might have been determined in an earlier life stage (Johnson et al. 2008). For example, in the freshwater cyclopoid copepod *Diacyclops navus* the photoperiod experienced during the CI stage determines if diapause is initiated in the CIV stage (Watson and Smallman 1971).

The existence of different clock gene alleles could explain the large differences in diapause timing between geographically distinct *C. finmarchicus* populations and also between generations within the same population (Durbin et al. 2000; Walkusz et al. 2009; Melle et al. 2014). Marcus (1984) found different critical photoperiods for the production of diapause eggs in populations of the same calanoid copepod species along the North American Atlantic coast and there are reports of different *tim*-alleles in *Drosophila* that modulate the diapause response to a given photoperiod (Sandrelli et al. 2007). The presence of different clock gene alleles among *C. finmarchicus* populations could lead to differences in the critical photoperiod, meaning that depending on the present alleles a given day length can initiate diapause in one population while copepods elsewhere mature and reproduce. The strong selective pressure on accurate diapause timing should lead to allele frequency differences among populations even if some genetic exchange exists between them. Different alleles within a population would
further explain why one fraction of a generation enters diapause while another fraction instead matures to produce a second generation (e.g., Durbin et al. 2000; Tarrant et al. 2008, this study). If both generations overwinter successfully, the respective alleles should be able to coexist within the population. Such genetically determined phenological diversity may be identified by comparing allele frequencies of genes involved in the clock and in light perception between different populations or generations of the same species. Generally, if diapause timing in *C. finmarchicus* or other ecological key species is to some extent determined genetically, this raises concerns about the adaptability to environmental changes like a shift in the seasonal timing of the phytoplankton bloom (Søreide et al. 2010; Leu et al. 2011).

**Mechanisms of diapause termination**

In the open ocean, *C. finmarchicus* diapauses at depths between 400 m and 1000 m (Hirche 1996a; Heath et al. 2004) where seasonal changes of environmental parameters are minimal or absent. The potential lack of seasonal cues for triggering emergence has led to the proposal of an hourglass model based on the gradual depletion of wax esters (Miller et al. 1991; Campbell et al. 2004; Saumweber and Durbin 2006; Clark et al. 2012) mediated by lipid-derived hormones (Irigoien 2004; Pond et al. 2012) or based on continuous slow development (Hind et al. 2000). However, our results from Loch Etive contradict this view. Lipid levels in diapausing *C. finmarchicus* CV copepodids were constant and little depleted during the phase of emergence from November to March and the G₁ and G₂ descended with different amounts of lipids and a delay of 3–4 months (Fig. 5D), making an hourglass-based synchronized emergence unlikely. As emergence was initiated well before the onset of the phytoplankton bloom, it is further unlikely that it was cued by particles sinking from the surface.

The repeatedly reported synchronized emergence in *C. finmarchicus* indicates a response to a reliable seasonal cue like photoperiod. However, PAR data reveal that light levels in the deep layer of Loch Etive were well below the copepods detection limit (Båtnes et al. 2013; Miljeteig et al. 2014). While a clock-based photoperiod measurement or hourglass timers therefore appear unsuitable for triggering emergence, the observed seasonal rhythmicity could be explained by a circannual clock that creates an endogenous rhythm with a period of ∼365 days. Such endogenous annual rhythms have been described in many different
species, and although their molecular nature remains largely unresolved, it is agreed that photoperiod must play a crucial role in the entrainment of such long-range timing mechanisms (Randall et al. 1998; Goldman et al. 2004; Lincoln et al. 2006). For *C. finmarchicus*, the circadian clock-based photoperiodic entrainment of the circannual clock before the descent to diapause would ensure synchronized emergence as the G1 and the G2 experienced different photoperiods and thus their circannual rhythms should be synchronized in spite of them descending at different times. Circannual rhythms can run under constant conditions with astonishing precision over several years (Goldman et al. 2004) and they could also trigger emergence in the open ocean where light or other seasonal cues at diapause depth may be missing. Studies on other *Calanus* species showed that wild caught copepods kept under constant laboratory conditions for several months still emerged in synchrony with the field population, indicating that circannual timing exists in this genus (Conover 1965; Fulton 1973). Although handling stress during sampling may directly trigger emergence, a similar experimental approach could provide insights into potential circannual timing in *C. finmarchicus*. A putative circannual clock may share some components with the circadian clock, as several clock genes like *tim, per1/2*, and *cry2* were upregulated in diapause and their expression decreased after the onset of emergence (Fig. 7B), although the animals resided at constant darkness and diel rhythmicity ceased (Table 4).

Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the expression of the opsin gene *ops* was highest in the deep layer in November suggesting an increased sensitivity to light (Fig. 7B). Similarly, the expression of *cry1*, the gene considered responsible for the light entrainment of the circadian clock, increased during emergence. While copepods experienced constant darkness in the deep layer, Hill (2009) reported a gradual shoaling of *C. finmarchicus* diapause depth from January to March in Loch Etive, i.e., after the onset of emergence. Similar results also exist for *Calanus* in the open ocean (Hirche 1997; Bandara et al. 2016). This was suggested to represent an ascent to depth where photoperiod measurement becomes possible thus aiding the synchronization of the emergence process within the population (Speirs et al. 2005). A rhythmic circadian clock may not be essential for this as photoperiod measurement could also be achieved without it (Emerson et al. 2009; Goto 2013). Although the exact regulatory mechanisms are still unclear, the combined insight from literature and our own results suggest that photoperiod—either directly or as an entrainment cue for a circannual clock—plays an important role in *C. finmarchicus* emergence from diapause.

**Conclusions**

Focusing on the dominant CV copepodid stage, our results describe the seasonal life cycle of *C. finmarchicus* consisting of a phase of activity and development in surface waters from May to October, diapause in deep waters from June to November, and a phase of emergence from November to March ending with the ascent to the surface (Fig. 9). Two generations of copepods were produced in the surface waters and descended to diapause in June and October, respectively. All phases of the seasonal cycle were characterized by distinct patterns of gene expression with several (e.g., *elov, fer, tim, ecr*, or *cyclB*) being potential proxies for the molecular determination of diapause status. While a circadian clock appears to regulate 24-h cycles in copepods actively developing in surface waters, diel clock gene cycling was absent in diapause and during emergence, although many clock genes showed highest expression during diapause. A general point to consider is that while light levels in loch Etive are similar to the typical open ocean *Calanus* habitats due to high turbidity, pressure is lower and water temperatures are higher than would be expected at depth in the open ocean. This may have increased energy consumption in the copepods (Ingvarsdottir et al. 1999; Heath et al. 2004), resulting in heterotrophic feeding and possibly an overall weaker diapause than in the open ocean. Our gene expression data resemble the few existing records from the open ocean, but it is clear that extensive field campaigns in open ocean habitats will be needed to compare the presented findings with other populations.

Seasonal patterns of physiology and gene expression in *C. finmarchicus* CV copepods exclude lipid content and food as exclusive cues for the initiation or termination of diapause. Similarly, photoperiod alone cannot explain the observed seasonal diapause pattern. It is likely that the interactions of multiple external (photoperiod, temperature, and food concentration) and internal (circadian clock, lipid content, and hormones) factors determine whether the copepods enter diapause or mature to produce another generation. The synchronized emergence from diapause in spite of a lack of light at depth suggests a control mechanism involving an endogenous circannual clock entrained via photoperiod measurement before the descent to diapause depth (Fig. 9).

However, a mechanistic understanding of the factors controlling diapause remains elusive and can only now be gained from laboratory experiments (Baumgartner and Tarrant 2017). Considering our findings, combining the manipulation of external factors with the detailed monitoring of physiological and genetic parameters, could shed new light on the mechanisms of diapause regulation in *C. finmarchicus*.
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